
Introduction

Porous materials containing interconnected microscopic
to macroscopic cavities, such as sponges, clays, ceramics
and different polymeric systems, are of outstanding
importance in industry and everyday life. Their spectrum
of applications range from many types of filtration,
extraction, adsorption, catalyst carriers, drug delivery
systems, environmental remediation materials [1], shape
selective reactors for polymerisation [2], membrane sep-
arators, and stationary phases for chromatography [3].

In view of the extensive applications of these mate-
rials, the production of novel structures and novel syn-
thesis procedures for them is of great interest.

In 1992, Mobil’s scientists discovered that ionic
surfactants could be used as templates for the synthesis
of a family of mesoporous siliceous materials which they
called M41S [4, 5]. One of the most studied of these
structures is the MCM-41 material, with unidirectional
mesopores ordered in an hexagonal array and a sharp
pore size distribution, which is obtained using cationic
surfactants in dilute (micellar) or liquid crystalline
solutions. To modify the pore size, higher homologues

of the surfactant series and inert oils (as swelling agents)
are used.

The template strategy resembles macroscopic metal
casting processes: geometrically well-defined structures
(‘‘templates’’), which preform the shapes of the pores
like casting-cores, are introduced into a liquid system
and subsequently embedded by hardening of the solvent.
After removal of these cores from the surrounding ma-
trix, the shape of the remaining voids reflects the form of
the templates.

Ultra-large pore hexagonal and cubic mesoporous
products have been recently synthesized using non-ionic
poly(ethylene oxide) triblock copolymers as structure-
directing agents [6, 7, 8]. Recently a fibrous bacterium,
Bacillus subtilis, was the substrate used for the deposi-
tion of a MCM-41-type material [9], obtaining materials
with porosity in both the mesoscopic (2–10 nm) and
macroscopic (0.5 lm) ranges after the bacteria were re-
moved from the composite material by calcination.

Macromolecular templates have been used to pro-
duce organic mesoporous materials by polymerization
of aqueous acrylamide solutions in the presence of
xanthan or DNA fragments. Hydrogels containing
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non-oriented channels with diameters from 2 to 10 nm
have been obtained [10]. Some cationic and anionic
block copolymers with polyelectrolyte behavior were
also utilized as structure-directing media in a sol-gel
process to synthesize nanoporous silica [8].

In some cases, catanionic mixtures were employed as
templates and it was found that different types of mes-
oporous molecular sieves may be obtained using these
systems [11].

We have studied the interaction between sodium de-
hydrocholate (NaDHC) and hexadecyltrimethylammo-
nium bromide (HDTMAB or CTAB). We have found
that, even at very high NaDHC proportions, micelles
have an excess of HDTAB, which behaves as a solvent.
However, at the particular mole fraction of NaDHC
aNaDHC=0.4, the micelles had the same composition:
XNaDHC=0.4. Both mole fractions were computed
taking into account only the surfactants: aNaDHCþ
aHDTAB ¼ 1 and XNaDHC+XHDTAB=1 [12]. Then, this
particular mixture was employed as a template to study
the effect of the NaDHC addition to the HDTAB mi-
celles on the obtained mesoporous material.

We also studied the NaDHC aqueous system and
found that small micelles form [13, 14, 15]. Since
NaDHC is soluble in basic solution, we supposed that
their solutions might also be used as templates.

Experimental

Dehydrocholic acid (HDHC) was supplied by Dr. Theodor
Schuchardt GMBH & Co. (München), and was of analytical
grade. A concentrated sodium dehydrocholate (NaDHC) aqueous
solution was prepared by weighing out a quantity of HDHC and
then dissolving it in an appropriate amount of concentrated NaOH
solution. Hexadecyltrymethylammonium bromide (HDTAB),
analytical grade, was acquired from Sigma. Only double-distilled
water was used.

The siliceous mesoporous materials were prepared by a tech-
nique obtained by comparing different literature procedures [16,
17, 18, 19, 20]: 11.6 ml of 99% tetramethylorthosilicate (TEOS)
(Aldrich) was dissolved in 2 ml of water and stirred for 10 min-
utes at 500 rpm. Then, a solution of 1.1 g of NaOH in 20 ml of
water was added drop-by-drop to the TEOS solution whilst stir-
ring. A minute later, 38 ml of the surfactant solution was poured
into the mixture and stirred for 5 mins. The system was put in an
autoclave and heated at 100 �C for 48 h. The gel was then filtered
and washed with distilled water. The resulting gel was dried at
room temperature for 4 days, and then calcined at 540 �C under
air flux.

This technique was employed with the following surfactant
solutions: a) HDTAB 0.55 mol dm–3; b) HDTAB-NaDHC
mixture, with aNaDHC=0.4, C=0.55 mol dm–3; c) NaDHC
0.03 mol dm)3.

Transmission electron microscopy was performed using a
JEOL 100 CX II transmission electron microscope, operated at
100 kV with magnification of 100,000·. Observations were made in
bright field. Powdered samples were placed on copper supports of
2000 mesh.

The nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77.6 �K were measured
with an Micrometrics Model Accusorb 2100 E instrument. Each
sample was degassed at 373 K for 720 mins at a pressure of 10)4 Pa.

Results and discussion

The sample with pure NaDHC produced a very small
amount of solid. When observed in the electron micro-
scope, the material showed a homogeneous, non-porous
structure. Several runs with varied synthesis procedures
(including acidification with acetic acid after mixing the
surfactant solution with the TEOS one) gave the same
results. We were not able to obtain a mesoporous
material templated with pure NaDHC solution.

Both HTAB and HTAB-NaDHC solutions gave
well-developed mesoporous materials. The uniform
mesopore structure of both samples is evident in the
transmission electron microscope lattice images shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. TEM of the calcined samples shows the
regular hexagonal array of uniform channels that is
characteristic of MCM-41. When viewed in the direction

Fig. 1 Transmission electron microphotography of HDTAB-
templated mesoporous material, showing patches composed of
regular rows viewed perpendicular to the mesopores axis. The bar
represents 312 nm

Fig. 2 Transmission electron microphotography of the mixed
HDTAB-NaDHC micelles-templated material. The bar represents
312 nm
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perpendicular to their axes, the pores were seen to be
arranged in patches composed of regular rows. The
hexagonal structure, with each pore surrounded by six
neighbors, is present in both samples. This is consistent
with the conclusion found in a previous work [12] that
HDTAB micelles act as a solvent for NaDHC, and that
the general structure of micelles is not changed with the
inclusion of the bile salt derivative compound.

The adsorption-desorption isotherm and the meso-
pore size distribution of each sample are presented in
Figs. 3 and 4. Both samples show a type II isotherm,
which is obtained in mesoporous-macroporous adsor-
bents [21]. The inflection in the adsorption isotherm
indicates the mesopore filling. The co-ordinate of the
inflection point depends on the pore size. Hysteresis

loops of type H2 may be seen in the figures, which are
associated with capillary condensation taking place in
the mesopores [22] with both ends open [23]. According
to de Boer [24], this type of hysteresis loop appears
when the capillaries are regular or irregular cylinders or
prisms open at both ends. Furthermore, the desorption
hysteresis at low p/p0 values indicates micropore filling.
According to Cohan [24] no pores of actual radii less
than about a molecular diameter could be effective in
causing hysteresis (actually, the critical radius was ta-
ken to be two molecular diameters), and Cohan
showed that for a number of systems, the desorption
branch rejoined the adsorption one at p/p0 values
corresponding to pore radii close to twice the estimated

Fig. 3 Adsorption (circles)-desorption (squares) of nitrogen on
HDTAB-templated mesoporous material

Fig. 4 Adsorption (circles)-desorption (squares) of nitrogen on the
mixed HDTAB-NaDHC micelles-templated material

Fig. 5 dV/dR versus pore ra-
dius for A HDTAB-templated
mesoporous material, and B
mixed HDTAB-NaDHC
micelles-templated material.
Numbers indicate the average
pore radius in Å
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size of the adsorbate molecules. The plot of the deriv-
ative of the pore volume per unit weight with respect to
the pore radius (dV/dR) is shown in Fig. 5. Some mi-
cropores (with radius is less than 1 nm) are present in
all samples, as can be seen in the pore size distribution
plots. The sharp pore size distribution confirms that the
mesopores are exceptionally uniform. The BET surface
area is 240.7 m2g)1 for the pure HDTAB-templated
material, and 923.7 m2g)1 for the NaDHC-HDTAB
mixture-templated material. Both materials show bi-
modal pore size distributions. HDTAB-templated
material has a broad distribution with maximums at
R�0.98 and 1.68 nm. The mixture-templated system
shows a narrower distribution with maximums at
R�1.39 and 1.79 nm.

MCM-41 prepared with CTAB as a template by the
hydrothermal synthesis typically have pore radii of
about 1.5–1.8 nm and surface areas of about 1000 m2g)1

[25, 26]. The MCM-41 prepared using the method de-
scribed above has a similar pore radius but smaller
specific area.

The comparison between both materials shows that
the inclusion of NaDHC into the HDTAB aggregates
matrix produced a slight but significant increase in the
pore radius.
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